Residential School Resources and Reconciliation Inventory

Ages 3-8


Ages 9-12


Jordan-Fenton, Christy and Margaret Pokiak-Fenton. *A Stranger at Home*. Toronto, ON: Annick Press, 2011. (Sequel to Fatty Legs)


Little, Jean, Ellis Sarah, Matas Carol, Bradford, Karleen McClintock, Nora Slipperjack, Ruby. *A Time for Giving, 10 Tales of Christmas* (Dear Canada). Gr 4-8 Toronto, On: Scholastic Canada Ltd., 2015.


**Ages 15 +**

Berglund, Medeleine. *The Dance of Wiindigo and Nanaboozhou.* Dundas, ON: Metis Women’s Circle Ltd., 2011. Subject/Grade(s): Grade 11-12
Canadian, Albert. *From Lishamie.* British Columbia, Canada: Theytus Books, 2010. Subject/Grade(s): Grade 11-12
Subject/Grade(s): English Language Arts + Native Studies
Moses, Daniel David & Terry Goldie, eds. *An Anthology of Canadian Native Literature in English*. Toronto, ON: Oxford University Press, 1998. Subject/Grade(s): Grade 10 +

Nishnawbe Aski Nation: The Day of the Apology. *Healing The Generations: Residential School Curriculum*. Subject/Grade(s) Grade 9-12 PDF

Noel, Michael (translated by Shelley Tanaka). *Good For Nothing*. Toronto, ON: Groundwood Books, 2004. Subject/Grade(s): English Language Arts

Pilkington, Doris. *Follow the Rabbit-Proof Fence*. Madeira Park, BC: Douglas & McIntyre, 2011. Subject/Grade(s): English Language Arts 30


Titly, Brian. *A Narrow Vision: Duncan Campbell Scott and the Administration of Indian Affairs in Canada*. Vancouver, BC: University of British Columbia, 1986. Subject/Grade(s): Aboriginal Studies 10, 20, 30


*Graphic Novels*


**Memoirs**


**History**


**Residential Schools**


Le Chevallier, Jules Jean Marie Joseph. *St. Michael’s School at Duck Lake: trials and progress of an Indian school over half a century (1894-1944).* Edmonton, AB: La Survivance, 1944.


Legacy and Reconciliation
Legacy of Hope Staff. We Were So Far Away: The Inuit Experience of Residential Schools. Ottawa, ON: Legacy of Hope Foundation, 2010.


**Fiction**


**Plays**


Poetry


